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A smouldering volcano in Alaska could be the smoking gun in the mystery of this year's massive
sockeye return, a judicial inquiry into the health of the Fraser River sockeye has heard.

Supreme Court Justice Bruce Cohen was appointed last year to determine the cause of 2009's
disastrously small sockeye returns, but the waters were muddied when more than 34 million sockeye
returned in 2010, the biggest run in decades.

Simon Fraser University volcanologist Glyn Williams-Jones was asked by the commission to reflect on
evidence that the August 2008 eruption of the Kasatochi volcano in Alaska may have spawned an
algae bloom in the North Pacific that dramatically improved the food supply for Fraser River sockeye.

"The ash that came from that eruption blew south, southeast and dropped onto the surface of the
ocean," Williams-Jones said. "There are some large-scale studies ... that suggest that iron dust in ash
or from sandstorms could act like fertilizer."

University of Victoria researcher Roberta Hamme suggested in a recent study published in the journal
Geophysical Research Letters that the iron in the volcanic ash spurred an algae bloom that fed
ocean-going zooplankton, a food source for sockeye.

Turbulent weather spread the dust over a large area, causing the largest algae bloom recorded in 12
years, Hamme said.

The article has sparked a lively debate among scientists. The journal Nature quoted SFU biologist
Randall Peterman calling the idea "far-fetched," while University of British Columbia Fisheries Centre
expert Carl Walters noted that a massive Fraser River salmon run in 1958 was preceded by a huge
volcanic eruption on the Kamchatka Peninsula.

Williams-Jones observed a parallel effect for Nicaraguan farmers whose crops were devastated by a
volcanic eruption, after being showered with ash and pulverized rock.

"Years later that is actually lush, rich farmland because that ash is full of nutrients and minerals that
break down very quickly with water," Williams-Jones said. "Broadly speaking, the studies show that a
little bit of iron can be an important fertilizer."

SFU biologist John Reynolds, who testified at the inquiry on concepts of conservation and sustainability
late in October, remains skeptical of the volcano theory.

"We already know that the North Pacific was quite cold when these fish went to sea as juveniles,"
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